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1. Average house price up 17% but markets outside B.C. and Ontario not so cheerful. Toronto: Canadian Broadcasting Corporation; 2016
4. Bateman T. School taxes poised to increase 5.4%. The Brandon Sun. 2016 02/17
5. Bateman T. Study touts full-day kindergarten benefits. The Brandon Sun. 2016 02/16
6. De Jong M. Minister touts housing measures; Budget 2016. The Vancouver Sun. 2016 02/17
8. Huras A. Thousands more spent on seniors than average person, study finds. Daily Gleaner. 2016 02/04
9. Huras A. Budget spends thousands more on seniors than other New Brunswickers, says report. Telegraph-Journal. 2016 02/04
11. Kershaw P. B.C. still drunk on high housing prices. Trail Times. 2016 02/18
15. Mason G. Latest budget splashes around the money for everyone except those who need it most. The Globe and Mail. 2016 02/18
17. Meissner D. B.C. drops home tax to stimulate building in tough-to-get-into housing market. The Canadian Press. 2016 02/16

Special Edition Listing of Selected Local, Regional, Provincial, and National Health Reports (2015 and earlier)

Local, Regional (with EDI data)

7. **Vancouver Coastal Health report card 2012. Early Childhood Development Index (online, p 15).**

8. **Vancouver Foundation. Vancouver’s VitalSigns for Metro Vancouver 2010.**


10. **Vital signs - Local reports 2011.**

### Provincial, National (with EDI data)


4. **Janus M. Early Development Instrument. “From Results To Action Survey” Report.**


### Provincial (Child and Adolescent reports)

1. **Provincial Health Officer of BC and the First Nations Health Authority. First Nations Health and Well-being. Interim Update.**

2. **Provincial Health Services Authority. Student health and well being in BC: Provincial and regional highlights.**

3. **Provincial Health Services Authority. Priority health equity indicators for British Columbia: selected indicators report. Executive summary.**


### Regional - McCreary 2013 BC Adolescent Health Survey Results by Health Service Delivery Areas
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